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From Mrs Gilﬁllian,
Mrs Kancheva, & Mr
Halley

Good morning year 5. We have come to the end of this academic year. Hooray, we did it! Well done to all of you who
have worked hard every day. You have risen up to the challenge this pandemic threw on us all and you have become
independent learners and researchers. We know, that the learning research skills you acquired during this home
learning period, will serve you over a lifeCme. You have learned a lot about problem solving, criCcal thinking and very
importantly, Cme management.
We are all very proud of you and wish you a fantasCc last week in year 5!
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Subject

Lesson focus/objecJve
(I can….)

AcJvity and/or instrucJons

DGR

I can understand a text.

• First, in two sentences, predict what the book ‘Hope’ might be about by
looking at the front cover page.
• Read through the text ‘Teaching a bird to fly’ and get familiar with all
words in it.

MathemaCcs (including Cmes tables)

I can solve reasoning style
questions.

• Have a good go to solve the reasoning questions from the maths test.
• If stuck on a question, you can always recap on the topic online using
maths websites such as mathsframe.com or using educational videos.

English

I can use active and passive voice.

• Read carefully through the powerpoint and familiarise yourself with subjects and objects in sentences, active and passive verbs.
• Turn the active verb sentences into passive verb sentences.

PSHE

I can understand the importance of transition.

• Task 1 - write a short paragraph about your expectations of your new
class.
• Task 2 - think of a few questions you would like to ask your new teacher.
• Final thoughts: Why is transition from year 5 to years 6 important?
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Value of the week –
Interdependence.

Our value of the week is Interdependence. That surely is a big word. I wonder what it means? This is what the
dicConary’s deﬁniCon is: the dependence of two or more people or things on each other. With this in mind, have
a think about how you can rise up the challenge to earn this week’s cerCﬁcate. Would it be by relying on
someone for everything and asking them to help you or helping those who might, at Cmes, rely on you?

Reading:
Please read daily and complete your reading record. You can access Accelerated Reader clicking here and puOng in your user name and password:
https://ukhosted2.renlearn.co.uk/1894742/ Let your teacher know your score on Accelerated Reading each week.
You may ﬁnd that some of your books at home are also on Accelerated Reader, so re-read them and give the quiz a go.

